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Wooo-ooow... wooo-ooow... 

Ah! 
Do not remember that goes! 
Just do not remember, and time does not count... 
There is a whole night until morning and let the world
wait (yeah)
All to start over again, and the whole universe a little! 

Hey! Ha-ha... 
One life, one of freedom, 
As one long battle for many years, 
He continued working out the beats as much long
winters, 
Now he realized, you just need to be kinder to others
And beside it, so beautiful... 
With this view a little naive happy
And in front of the whole night, feeling up to the limit
For us the sky and everything, as we... 

One life - one chance, and the sky for us; 
And the whole night and two of... 
Yo, this long night, ma... oh... 
And there's only us: scraps of sentences, 
Here and now, here Peace - Smoke (yo-yo-yo-yo... yeah)

Hey! 
Do not think of that goes! 
Just do not remember, and time does not count... (go-
go)
There is a whole night until morning and let the world
wait (yeah)
All to start over again, and the whole universe a little! 
Wooof... 

Yeah... Ah... Ha
A faith for two; life - lift: up and down... 
Draft to the basket and again a clean sheet; 
Again she will sit in blogs until the morning, 
In search of truth... 
By the sound of rain turning the words in my head to
understand
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What happened then; 
He said, "come back, wait for me..."
And then the hands, hour, he met, such as the frown... 
End of conversation... the bullet-Dura... 
And, he probably knew that all is not so simple
And this movie for adults - where he will not return... 
But then he smiled so calmly, 
It is a pity that life is one, but! it is also worth! 

One life - one slide, but do not lose it (yeah...); 
Between the double continuum - yo, just one life... 
And the whole world for a moment: to burn and not
sorry... 
One life - there is only us! (Oh-oh-oh-oh...)

Do not think of that goes! 
Just do not remember, and time does not count... 
There is a whole night until morning and let the world
wait (yeah)
All to start over again, and the whole universe a little! 

Do not think that will go! 
Just do not remember, and time does not count... 
There is a whole night until morning and let the world
wait (yeah)
All to start over again, and the whole universe a little! 

Y-e-a-h... 
Ba-aa-BandEros... Ha ha... Yeah... Go...
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